A holiday resource for authors

The holiday season has already begun and the year will soon come to a close. Festivities apart, the holiday break can be a time to give some thought to that book you always wanted to write or publish that article in the journal of your choice. Or you might simply want to let more people know about your work. Let these specially curated resources help you in taking that step of becoming a published author or spreading the word about your already published work.

**PRE-PUBLICATION**

**AUTHOR AND REVIEWER TUTORIALS**
Multi-language tutorials featuring interactive quizzes with essential advice and detailed learning materials to help you write, submit, and publish your manuscript; become a peer reviewer; learn about open access and avoid common mistakes when writing in English.  
[Access tutorials.]

**JOURNAL SUGGESTER**
The journal suggester makes it easy to find the right journal for your research.  
[Learn more.]

**ORCID ID**
ORCID iDs ensure that authors are always recognized correctly for their work. They can be used for journal articles, books, and chapters, enabling consistency in recognition across all bodies of work.  
Your ORCID ID – As unique as you!  
[Learn more.]

**POST-PUBLICATION**

**THE SOURCE BLOG**
A blog for academics from the publishing world, featuring news on Springer Nature services and products, tips for career advancement and topics important to researchers.  
[Visit blog.]

**SHAREDIT**
Sharing journal articles made easier than ever: Links to view-only, free-to-read full-text articles from subscription-based journals that can be posted anywhere, including social media, institutional repositories, scholarly collaboration networks, author websites and more.  
[Learn more.]

**BOOKMETRIX**
Bookmetrix is a unique platform that offers you a comprehensive overview of the reach, usage and readership of your book chapter by providing various book-level and chapter-level metrics all in one place.  
[Learn more.]

We hope you enjoy these offerings and here's wishing you a great start into 2018!

For more information about our offerings for authors, editors and reviewers please [click here.]
Stay updated with the latest from us via our [Facebook] and [Twitter] pages.
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